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1. Introduction

In the past a number of papers have appeared which give representations
of abstract lattices as rings of sets of various kinds. We refer particularly
to authors who have given necessary and sufficient conditions for an abstract
lattice to be lattice isomorphic to a complete ring of sets, to the lattice of
all closed sets of a topological space, or to the lattice of all open sets of a
topological space. Most papers on these subjects give the conditions in
terms of special elements of the lattice. We thus have completely join-
irreducible elements - G. N. Raney [7]; join prime, completely join prime,
and supercompact elements -V. K. Balachandran [1], [2]; ./^-sub-irreducible
elements - J. R. Biichi [5]; and lattice bisectors - P. D. Finch [6]. Also meet-
irreducible and completely meet-irreducible dual ideals play a part in some
representations of G. Birkhoff & O. Frink [4].

What we do in this paper is define a new kind of prime ideal - called an
n-prime m-ideal - and show that all the above concepts correspond to a
particular kind of n-prime m-ideal. Here and throughout we mean m and n
to be (possibly infinite) cardinals, always greater than 1. Also the symbol oo
will be used to denote an arbitrarily large cardinal number. A class of
lattices called (m, n)-rings of sets is then defined and some theorems proved
which cover all the representation theorems mentioned above. It is interest-
ing to note that the elementary methods used in representing distributive
lattices carry over completely and yield all these results, although this is
hardly obvious when one considers special elements of the lattice.

I wish to express my gratitude to Professor P. D. Finch, whose paper [6]
was the inspiration for this work.

2. Notations and Definitions

We assume a familiarity with the elementary notions of lattice theory
as outlined in G. Birkhoff [3].

DEFINITION 2.1. A lattice J§? = <£; v, A> is said to be (m, n)-complete
if the join of not more then tn elements of L belongs to L, and the meet of
not more than n elements of L belongs to L.
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724 T. P. Speed [2]

Thus an (tn, n)-complete lattice may be considered as an algebra with
the ttt-ary operation of join and the n-ary operation of meet.

DEFINITION 2.2. An (tn, n)-complete lattice of sets «Sf = <L; v, A> is
called an (tn, n)-ring of sets if the nt-ary operation of join corresponds to
set union, and the n-ary operation of meet corresponds to set intersection.

EXAMPLE. The lattice of all open sets of a topological space is an
(oo, 2)-ring of sets.

DEFINITION 2.3. An ideal P of the (m, n)-complete lattice JSf = (L; v, A>

is called an n-prime tn-ideal if

(i) For {x7 : y e F) Q L with \F\ ^ tn we have:

xyePVyeF o V xy e P

(ii) For {ys : d e A} QL with \A\ ^ n we have:

ys$PV8eA o /\y$P.
SeA

REMARKS. 1. An ordinary prime ideal is a 2-prime 2-ideal in the above
notation.

2. The definition is obviously not the most general possible but it
will suffice for the purpose of this paper.

3. If P is an n-prime m-ideal then L\P is an m-prime n-dual ideal
with the obvious (dual) definition of the latter.

DEFINITION 2.4. An homomorphism y> between two (tn, n)-complete
lattices is called an (tn, n)-homomorphism if y preserves joins of tn elements
and meets of n elements.

Note that a lattice of sets is not assumed to have set union and inter-
section as lattice operations unless stated, although the partial ordering is
set inclusion.

3. (m, n)-rings of sets

In this section we clarify the notion of (m, n)-ring of sets.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 3? = <(L; v, A> be an (m, n)-complete lattice of sub-
sets of a set S. Then J§? is an (tn, n)-ring of sets if and only if for any s e S

(i) s £ V# e M : s # 1} for any M QL with \M\ ^ m
(ii) s 6 /\{l eN : s el} for any N QL with \N\ sj n.

PROOF. If 3? is an (tn, n)-ring of sets, then the tn-ary join and the n-ary
meet operations correspond to set union and intersection respectively. It is
thus clear that (i) and (ii) hold in this case.
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For the converse we assume (i) and (ii). Observe that we must always
have (for MQL with \M\ ̂  ttt)

\/ {l:leM}2\J{l:leM}.

Now if s £ \J{1 : / e M} then s $lVl e M and thus by (i) we see that
: I e M}. The reverse inclusion is hence proved and we obtain
M} = U{/:ieM}. Similarly /\{l :leN} Qf) {I: leN} always holds

for N QL with |2V| ̂  n, and (ii) implies the reverse inclusion giving

The proposition is thus proved.
Our next result is a direct generalisation of G. Birkhoff s theorem

for distributive lattices (= (2, 2)-rings of sets), [3] p. 140.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let JO? = <L;v, A> be an (nt, n)-complete lattice. Then
jSf is isomorphic to an (nt, n)-ring of sets if and only if £C has a faithful
representation as a subdirect union of a family {Jj?a : « e i } of replicas of 2 in
which each projection na : =S? -> £fa is an (nt, n)-homomorphism.

PROOF. Assume first that J? has a sub-direct union representation with
the stated properties. This is equivalent to the existence of an isomorphism
y> of ££ onto a lattice (si, u, n> of subsets of the index set A; explicitly

ip : I -> If = {a e A : l7ta = 1}, si = {ly : / e L}.

It is clear that (si; u, n> is a (nt, n)-complete lattice. We show it is a
(m, n)-ring of sets. Take J( Q si with |u?| ^ m, and an arbitrary a e A.

Now \/ {KeJ? :«.$K}
= V {ly> s Jit: a £ If] since every K e J( is of the form lf,leL
= [V {I e M : OL i lf}]f where M = ^ v ~ x £ I*
= [V {̂  e M : /7ra = 0}]y> since «.$lf==lna = 0.

Further, [V{/eM : lna = 0}]^a = 0 since \M\ g tn and the na are (m, n)-
homomorphisms, so that a. <£ \/{K eJ? : a eK} ior ̂  Q si with |u?| ^ m.

Similarly /\ {i
= /\ {/̂ ) e JV : a e If}
= [/\ {I e N : a. e lf}]f
= [/\{leN :lna= \\]f ioxjVQsi and a e A.

This gives [/\{leN : lna = l}]7ra = 1 if |^T| = |iV| ^ n

since the 7ra are (nt, n)-homomorphisms, so that a e /\{K e Jf : a e i£}, and
we have shown that (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. Hence ££
is an (nt, n)-ring of sets.
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For the converse assume J§? is isomorphic to an (m, n)-ring of sets =£?'.
Then &' has a representation as a subdirect union of replicas of 2 and the
working above readily reverses to establish the fact that the na are (nt, n)-
homomorphisms.

4. n-prime m-ideals

We now discuss the notion of n-prime m-ideal. The first result is straight-
forward but the corollary is used to establish the equivalence between our
ideals and the various concepts mentioned in the introduction. These
concepts are not defined here - we refer to the papers concerned - for this
reason the corollary is presented without proof.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 3? = <L;y, A> be an (m,n)-complete lattice. Then
there is a one-one correspondence between

(i) n-prime m-ideals,
(ii) m-prime n-dual ideals,

(iii) (tn, n)-homomorphisms onto 2.

PROOF. It has already been remarked that (i) and (ii) are in one-one
correspondence. Let y> :£?->• 2 be an (tn, n)-homomorphism onto 2. Then
it is easy to see that {ljy""1 is an nt-prime n-dual ideal and {O}^"1 is an
n-prime nt-ideal. Conversely if P is an n-prime tn-ideal, we may define a
map n : £? -> 2 by setting In = 0 or 1 according as I e P or / £ P. n may be
checked to be an (nt, n)-homomorphism and our proposition is proved.

COROLLARY (Special Cases). Under the conditions of the proposition,
with the appropriate values of nt and n, there is a one-one correspondence
between the objects in the following groups.

A. (nt = 2, n = oo)
(i) prime principal dual ideals

(ii) join prime elements (V. K. Balachandran [2]); lattice bisectors
(P. D. Finch [6]); *V-sub-irreducible elements for a certain Jf (J. R. Biichi
[5]).

(iii) (2, oo)-homomorphism onto 2; lower complete homomorphisms
onto 2 (P. D. Finch [6]).

B. (m = oo, n = 2)
(i) oo-prime dual ideals; completely prime dual ideals (G. Birkhoff &

O. Frink [4]).

(ii) prime principal ideals
(iii) (oo, 2)-homomorphisms onto 2.
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C. (ttt = 00, It = 00)

(i) completely prime principal dual-ideals
(ii) completely join prime elements (V. K. Balachandran [2]); super-

compact elements (V. K. Balachandran [1]); completely join irreducible
elements (G. N. Raney [7]).

(iii) (oo, oo)-homomorphisms onto 2; complete homomorphisms onto 2
(G. N. Raney [7]).

LEMMA 4.2. Let £e = <L; v, A> and £" = <Z/, v, A> be two (tn, n)-

complete lattices. Suppose there is an (tn, n)-homomorphism

n :&-+&'.

Then if P' is an n-prime tn-ideal of j£?', P = P' n'1 is an n-prime xn-ideal of £P.

PROOF. P is well known to be an ideal of ££. We first show that P is an
m-ideal. Let {ly : y e P} Q P be such that \P\ ^ tn. Then

(Wy)» = Wy»
yeT yeF

and since lyneP', Vy eP, yyerly7ieP, and we deduce that yyerly sP —
P'n-1.

Finally we show that P is n-prime. Suppose {/, : d e A} Q L is such that
\A\ ^ n and ls$P VdeA.

Then (f\ieA IS)TI = /\Se/i ISJI and since lt $ P VdeA we have lsn $ P'
VdeA. Thus, since P' is n-prime, /\teAlsn£P' and so / \ , 6 A ls$P = P'nr1.
The result is proved.

LEMMA 4.3. Let 3? = (L; v, A> be an (tn, n)-ring of sets, subsets of a
set X. Then for any x e2£, Px = {/ e L : x $l}is an n-prime m-ideal of £?.

PROOF. PX is clearly an ideal of =§?. We show it is an tn-ideal.
Let {ly :yeP}QPx be such that | r | ^ tn. Since x$ly for y eP, Proposi-

tion 3.1 (i) tells us that x i yysrly or yyerly e Px.
Similarly let {ls:deA}QL be such that \A\ ^ n and igiP^deA.

Then Proposition 3.1 (ii) tells us that x e /\SeA lt or /\teJ lt $ Px.
We have thus proved Px is n-prime and so it is an n-prime m-ideal.

5. Representation of lattices by (m, n)-rings of sets

In this section we give a fundamental representation theorem and
then show all such representations are of this form.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let =£? = <L; v, A> be an (m, n)-complete lattice and
0> = & {Se; tn, n) the set of all n-prime m-ideals of Jgf. We assume 0> # • •
Let X denote a non-empty subset of 0> and define a lattice 0tx = <i?; v, A> by
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mx = £e p where p = px is defined by p : ££ -» Mx, I p = {P e 0> : / # P).
Then 0lx is an (nt, n)-ring of sets and p is an (nt, n)-homomorphism.

PROOF. We show that p is an (tn, n)-homomorphism and it will then
follow that 01 x is an (nt, n)-ring of sets. Take {ly : y e f } QL with |f| ^ m.

Since

yeT

we deduce that
y{

yeT

and hence
y ( y

yeT yeT

Now if P e \Jyer l
yP> t h e n ly # P f o r s o m e y 6 r - T h u s Vyerh $ P a n d

hence P £ (Vr€Wy)P- We have proved p preserves joins of nt elements.
Next take {ls:8eA}QL with \A\ ^ n:

SeA

and so (/\SBA ls)p 2 lsP, giving

For the reverse inclusion take P e (/\SeA ls)p. Then f\SeA hiP and so,
since P is n-prime, we must have ls $ P V<5 e zl;

Thus P e n«ej «̂P a n d w e have

SeA

p is now proved to be an (nt, n)-homomorphism and the statements in the
proposition all follow.

Our next result is basic.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let ££? = <L; v, A> be a (nt, n)-complete lattice, and </>
a (nt, n)-homomorphism of j£? onto a (nt, n)-ring of sets Jf" = (K) u, n>,
subsets of some set <3/. Then there is a nonempty subset 3£ of 0* = 0>(^\ nt, n)
and an isomorphism 6 : Jf -> &x such that <f>o 6 = px.

PROOF. Let us first look at Jf. Since J f is a (nt, n)-ring of subsets of <&,
Py = {k eK : y $ k) is an n-prime nt-ideal of Jf by Lemma 4.3. Also, since
^ is a (nt, n)-homomorphism of =5? onto Jf, PV4>~~X is a n-prime m-ideal of £P
by Lemma 4.2.

Define SC Q 0> by 3C = {Py<j>-1: y e <&}. In the statement of the proposi-
tion 0tx and p = px are defined as in Proposition 5.1. It remains to check
that 6 defined by <f> o d = px is an isomorphism of Jf onto Stx.
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(i) 8 i s w e l l d e f i n e d . F o r s u p p o s e l^ = I2<f> fo r llt l2s L .
T h e n

{y e® : l^ $ Pv} = {y eW : I2<j> $ Py}

and so {yeW:h$ P^'1} = {ye&:l2$ PA'1)-

Thus {Pel :yP} = {Pef:/^P}

and so llP = l2p.

(ii) 8 is an injection. For suppose 1^8 = I2(f>9. Then l2p = l2p by
definition of 8, and the lines above reverse completely to prove l^4> = h1^-

(iii) 0 is clearly a surjection, for px is a surjection and so is <£.

(iv) We finally check that 8 is an homomorphism. Take kx,k2eK
such that k( = lt<f>. Then

kx v &a = / ^ v /2<£ = (Zx v I2)<j>
whence

(fcx v &2) 0 = (lx v Z2)<£ o 6 = (/x v /2)p = llP v /2p

= ^ 8 v ft2 6.

Similarly (&x A k2)0 = ̂ 8 A k2d and 0 is established to be an isomor-
phism. The proposition is thus proved.

We close with a theorem which determines when faithful representa-
tions exist. For the theorem, let ^{S?; m, tt) denote the set of all nt-prime
m-dual ideals of jSf.

THEOREM 5.3. Let <£ — <L; v, A> he an (m, n)-complete lattice. Then the
following are equivalent:

(i) =£? is isomorphic with an (m, n)-ring of sets.
(ii) (I] = f ) { p 6 0>{^\ m, n) : / e P} for all I e L.

(iii) [I) = f){De0>d(g'; m, n) : I e D} for all I e L.

PROOF. Assume J? is isomorphic with an (tn, n)-ring of sets. Then by
Proposition 5.2 there must be a set 2E Q 3P such that px is one-one. Thus we
see that the map I -> {P e ^ ( J ? ; nt, n): / e P} is also one-one and hence

So (i) => (ii).
It is clear that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Let us assume (ii). Then the

map p is seen to be one-one and so J? has a faithful representation as an
(tn, n)-ring of subsets of 3P. The proof of the theorem is now complete.

REMARK. We do not deduce all possible corollaries. It suffices to illus-
trate the method by taking m = tt = oo and deducing the result.
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COROLLARY. (G. N. Raney [7], V. K. Balachandran [1]). A complete
lattice ££? is isomorphic with a complete ring of sets if and only if Sf possesses
a join basis of completely join irreducibles.

PROOF. Take m = n = oo in Theorem 5.3 parts (i) and (ii). An oo-prime
oo-dual ideal is equivalent to a completely prime principal dual ideal and its
generator is thus a completely join irreducible element. Since the intersec-
tion of a family of principal dual ideals is the principal dual ideal generated
by the join of the generators of the family, we see that (iii) tells us that for
any I e L

[/) =f]veV[jy) = \\/yjv) where the /„ are completely join irreducible.
This is equivalent to I = V/* and our Corollary is proved.
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